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Nightlife is back!

Curator Alexandre Stipanovich has imagined Midnight Fruits, a club inside Lily Robert gallery, in homage to the 
world of nightlife lost to the pandemic. Rafael de Cárdenas Studio designed the nightclub’s basic elements with 
a modular couch allowing spontaneous seating and a DJ booth – a collaborative effort with audio designer OJAS 
– offering a festive and creative arena for five artists, all of which share a passion for nightlife: Spencer Sweeney 
founded Santos Party House, the downtown club for which he produced his Party Paintings (on view); Shayne 

Oliver founded cult label, Hood By Air, drawing inspiration from the New York underground scene where he has 
remained a long-time fixture; Sylvie Fleury is master of the art of being forever party-ready, playing on both the 

frivolity and the life-changing potential of partying; Jonny Negron portrays ethereal creatures, dangerous and 
sensual from louche and seductive places; Genevieve Goffman builds a metaphorical bar, where sculptural bottles 

tell stories of parties from around the globe—from London’s East End to Los Angeles’s Chateau Marmont. Simonez 
Wolf will host the opening of Midnight Fruits on June 20th, while Louise Chen will bring the club to life with her 

favorite tracks. 











GENEVIEVE GOFFMAN, Open Bar, 2021



SHAYNE OLIVER, Untitled, 2021 



Sylvie Fleury

After shopping one day, Fleury stopped into an art gallery and when she set her ar-
mful of bags on the f loor and claimed them as sculpture. From thereon she began her 
exploration of the ready made, often in the form of a crossover between fashion and 
art such as other nontraditional mediums like motorcycles and vinyl banners long 

before the more recent trend towards collaborations with brands. For Midnight Fruits, 
a hybrid space between gallery and nightclub, where fashion and art coexist and party, 
she contributes “Mirage” – a neon that announces the hopes and dreams of nightlife’s 
draw. Sylvie Fleury has had exhibitions at Villa Stuck in Munich, the Bass museum, 

Miami, Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna, ETH Zurich and MoCA, Los Angeles, amongst 
others. 



SYLVIE FLEURY
 Mirage, 2021, N°2/12 + 2AP, White neon, 30 x 100 cm



Genevieve Goffmann

Genevieve Goffman is an interdisciplinary artist from Washington D.C. She has a MFA 
from Yale School of Art in New Haven, Connecticut and has exhibited at Catbox Contem-
porary in Queens NY, Compliance Division in Portland OR, and was an artist in residence 
at Gallery 102 in Berlin. For Midnight Fruits, she produced an exclusive sculpture, half-bar 

half-souvenir, that explores the oral history of nightlife tales. 



GENEVIEVE GOFFMAN
Open Bar, 2021, Plexiglass, iron, resin, dye, 121 x 17 x 90 cm 



Jonny Negron

With his abiding materials of gouache on paper, Jonny Negron has developed a distinct mise-en-scène 
in his work. Picking up from the efficacy of comic books and Japanese woodblock printing, Negron’s 

individual works appear as suspended moments, plump with the suggestion of wider narratives but com-
pletely contained within themselves. He depicts moments of physical and symbolic exchange, overlaying 

socio-political satire with preternatural symbolism. For Midnight Fruits, Negron produced two new 
works that portray ethereal creatures, dangerous and sensual from louche and seductive places. 



 JONNY NEGRON
 Little Pill, 2021, Acrylic on linen, 17 x 16 in / 43.2 x 40.6 cm



JONNY NEGRON
 Careless Whisper, 2021, Acrylic on linen, 17 x 15 in / 43.2 x 38.1 cm



Rafael de Cárdenas

Since founding his multidisciplinary practice almost ten years ago, New York-based designer and archi-
tect Rafael de Cardenas has been the recipient of numerous awards and were the subject of a book-len-
gth monograph published by Rizzoli in 2017. His projects for clients including Nike, Kenzo, Baccarat, 

Glossier, Cartier, and Nordstrom – as well as numerous private individuals – span the U.S., Europe, and 
Asia. Known for his bold, geometric and luxurious designs, Cardenas began his career in fashion, wor-
king for Calvin Klein before moving into production design and finally founding Architecture at Large 
in 2006. He’s been featured in countless publications, from The New York Times to Vogue, and his pas-

sion for nightclubs and nightlife is the reason behind his contribution for Midnight Fruits.  



RAFAEL DE CÁRDENAS
 Happy Vallery (yellow version), 2021, Sofa, 245 x 245 x 72,5 cm

Pillow
36 x 36 x 36 cm

Ottoman 
70 x 70 x 36 cm

Chair
76 x 70 x 36 cm



RAFAEL DE CÁRDENAS STUDIO & DEVON TURNBULL
Power Top (yellow version), 2021, DJ Booth, 60 x 150 x 110 cm

OJAS 614, 2021, Speakers, 67 x 56 x 76 cm (each one)
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OJAS

OJAS is the hottest brand in speakers design today since Louis Vuitton’s Creative Director Virgil Abloh 
only uses OJAS speakers for his DJ sets. OJAS is the name of Turnbull’s brand of artisanal, handmade 
speakers that offer the kind of performance that hardcore audiophiles crave. In addition to designing 

custom sound systems for all of Supreme’s stores, his work has also graced venues like Public Records 
and was recently proven to be museum-worthy when a set he designed for Virgil Abloh made it in his 

traveling “Figures of Speech” exhibit.



DEVON TURNBULL
 OJAS 614, 2021, Speakers, 67 x 56 x 76 cm (each)



Shayne Oliver

Minnesota-born Shayne Oliver is the founder of New York City-based label Hood By Air. Raised in Trinidad and 
Brooklyn, he started his cult menswear label in 2006, making sweatshirts and T-shirts for his friends after drop-
ping out of both New York University and Fashion Institute of Technology. Hood By Air has managed to capture 
the energy of today’s mashed-up youth culture through his vision of style and by throwing some of the wildest 

underground parties. The street wear thread that runs through his clothes are favorites at boutiques such as 
Colette and Opening Ceremony, and include supporters like Kanye West, Rihanna, Ciara, Kendrick Lamar and 
A$AP Rocky — with the latter closing his FW13 show. Famous for its “HBA” logo, Hood By Air won the CF-

DA’s Swarovski Award for Menswear and received international recognition when the brand was awarded special 
prizewinner of the inaugural LVMH Prize in 2014. For Midnight Fruits, with the curator of the show Alexandre 
Stipanovich, he came up with the idea of silver ceramic version of his hit HBA boots, to activate the dance f loor.



SHAYNE OLIVER
 Untitled, 2021, Glazed ceramics, 38 x 30 x 26 cm



Spencer Sweeney

 In Philadelphia, the young Spencer Sweeney used to collect f lyers promoting punk shows, plastered in 
phone booths all over the city, like the ones drawn by Raymond Pettibon for the group Black Flag. After he 

moved to New York in the late 1990s and opened his nightclub Santos Party House downtown a few years la-
ter, Sweeney wanted to paint the night announcements at Santos, reminiscing Pettibon with Black Flag. This 

is how the Party Paintings series was born. All the paintings selected here announced events that actually 
happened. Despite a sometimes tight and hard deadline, Sweeney enjoyed the fast, quick turnover to deliver 
a message through a composition. The ones he made the fastest were actually the ones that he enjoyed the 
most, to the point that one can feel the excitement of the upcoming party carried through his brushstroke. 
These paintings have a dual function: they are real f lyers – they were photographed freshly finished in his 
studio, and used on digital invitations and on Facebook to advertise the events – and they are real pieces of 
art. In some cases, the painting was brought to the club, where it was exposed to the ambiance of the night. 

Sweeney’s friend, Peter Doig (who painted a monumental mural in Santos’ basement), has also been painting 
to promote his Studio Film Club Nights in Dominican Republic. Sweeney and Doig form a group of painters 

who like to use their social and cultural life at the center of their painting process. 



SPENCER SWEENEY
 CRASS Party Painting (SS 831), 2011 , Acrylic and oil on canvas, 128.9 x 93.4 x 5 cm 



SPENCER SWEENEY
 EPMD Party Painting (SS 819), 2011,  Acrylic and oil on canvas, 128.9 x 97.2 cm 



SPENCER SWEENEY
 SALEM Party Painting (SS 811), 2011, Acrylic and oil on canvas, 151.4 x 99.1 cm 




